**September**

**ANTI BULLYING PROJECT**
After discussing the topic, the students prepared posters that were then hung around the school, stressing that SVS is an anti-bullying zone!

**SPLASH DAY**
Splash day came at the right time, the kids had a fun break after some extensive revision, and a refreshing break before we immerse ourselves into some hard work!

**Literacy - Basic revision/practice**
- Hand-writing and letter formation practice booklet.
- Recapping sounds and blending.
- Burt’s reading test.

**Numeracy - Basic revision/practice**
- Recognising numbers and their values.
- Number formation.
- Counting in 5’s.
- Counting in 10’s.
- Counting in 2’s.

**Introducing - Oxford International English**
- Unit 2: Show me, Tell me.
- Introduced the importance of using labels and signs and where do the children see them in everyday life.

**Phonics:**
- Blending “sh”, “ch”

**Grammar:**
- Starting sentences with “Capital Letters” and ending them with a “Full Stop”.
- Number BEFORE
- Number AFTER
- Number BETWEEN
- Larger than
- Smaller than
- Missing numbers “counting up to 20”

**Science**
**Topic - OURSELVES**
- “To recognise that humans are similar, but have differences”.
  - Facial features/labelling and discuss

**Charity week**
The student’s attention was drawn to a topic that shed light on humanitarian issues and their importance. We discussed the importance of giving and how to become more Charitable.